FIRST LOOK BUZZ
Dear Spoko-Gnome,
Is there a flag on the flagpole at Comstock? It seems to me that if you have a big flagpole in
the middle of the park it should have a flag flying on it, but I can’t recall if it is there. Also,
when I first moved here in 1976, and for years after that, I swear there was an arrow in a
round ball that was at the top of that Comstock flagpole, and then one day it was gone.
What happened to it?
~ Brad Walters

SPOKO-GNOME

Dear Brad,
It was time to hoist my “I don’t have a clue” flag and reach out to the Spokane Parks
Department with this question. I spoke with Park Operations Director Tony Madunich.
“There is a flag flying in Comstock right this minute,” he says. “It flies 24 hours a day.”
Not all city parks have flagpoles, but the one at Comstock has been there for years and
the flag is always flying, including at night, when it is illuminated. Madunich says the flag
came down temporarily about 15 years ago when the pulley system was rebuilt and some
maintenance was completed, but it is up there now. When it comes the question about the
arrow, though, he is stumped, saying that there was never officially an arrow up there. We
wonder if perhaps it was the work of neighborhood kids? If anyone remembers and arrow,
write in and let us know!
~ Spoko-Gnome
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Answers: 1) Lemon by fruit pile 2) Stripe on rag is missing 3) Ladle is missing the scoop
4) Chef’s watch color 5) Watch on man in baseball cap 6) broccoli on cutting board 7) Pumpkin color 8) Outlet is missing
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